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○Types of Counseling 

■ Support & Counseling for Individuals with Disabilities (sōdan shien jigyōsho) 

Counseling and Support Facilities provide comprehensive counseling regarding various disabilities and issues with juvenile development, and 

help you connect to welfare services you may need. 

 

 
 
 

○ Children with Developmental Issues and 
Children with Disabilities  

(hattatsu ga ki ni kakaru okosan ・shōgai no aru okosan no tame ni) 

 Name of the Facility Address Telephone Targeted Disabilities 

1 Heartopia Izumo Izumo-shi Takeshi-chō 693-4 23-2720 Physical, intellectual, emotional, juvenile ※ 

2 Care Plan Yawaragi Izumo-shi Chiimiya-chō 1192-9 21-4820 Physical, intellectual, emotional, juvenile 

3 Sazanami Gakuen Izumo-shi Jinzaioki-chō 2534-2 31-9996 Juvenile, intellectual※ 

4 Izumo Sunhome Izumo-shi Jinzaioki-chō 1315 43-7575 Physical, intellectual, emotional, juvenile※ 

5 Firia Izumo-shi Nadabun-chō 532-1 62-4782 Physical, intellectual, emotional, juvenile 

6 Purēge Izumo-shi Nadabun-chō 613 62-2977 Physical, intellectual, emotional, juvenile※ 

7 Ponponsen  Izumo-shi Taki-chō Taki 892-7 86-7022 Physical, intellectual, emotional, juvenile 

8 Kōfūen Izumo-shi Koryō-chō Ōike 240-1 43-0025 Physical, intellectual, emotional, juvenile※ 

9 CS Izumo Izumo-shi Taisha-chō 80-1 53-8066 Physical, intellectual, emotional, juvenile 

10 Jidō Hattatsu Shien Sentā Wakko 
Izumo-shi Chiimiya-chō 238 

(Izumo Shimin Rehabilitation Byōin) 
21-2733 Juvenile 

11 Yoshino-en Izumo-shi Yoshino-chō 1694-2 67-0500 Physical, intellectual, emotional, juvenile 

12 Kuma & Rosemary Sōdan-shitsu Izumo-shi Koryō-chō Ōike 482 77-4332 Physical, intellectual, emotional, juvenile 

13 Sōdan Shien Jigyōsho Reve Izumo-shi Takeshi-chō 182-3 25-8602 Physical, intellectual, emotional, juvenile 

14 Sōdan Shien Jigyōsho Wanpaku Izumo-shi Tōfuku-chō 156-1 62-4872 Physical, intellectual, emotional, juvenile 

15 Sōdan Shien Jigyōsho Heian-dō Izumo-shi Watarihashi- chō 334-1 27-9788 Physical, intellectual, emotional, juvenile 

16 Sōdan Shien Jigyōsho Ricotto 
Izumo-shi Watarihashi- chō 1198 Kusunoki 

TenantoA 
23-2288 Physical, intellectual, emotional, juvenile 

17 Sōdan Shien Jigyōsho Birietto Izumo-shi Hirata- chō 2194-5 77-5147 Physical, intellectual, emotional, juvenile 

18 Inkuru Netto Izumo Izumo-shi Asayama-chō 284 77-6212 Physical, intellectual, emotional, juvenile 

19 Sōdan Shien Jigyō-sho Rirēshon Izumo-shi Ōtsuka-chō 869-1 Plant A-1 25-7353 Physical, intellectual, emotional, juvenile 

20 Sōdan Shien Jigyō-sho Kirameki Izumo-shi Satogata-chō 753-1 31-4528 Juvenile 

21 Aika Sōdan Shien Jigyōsho Izumo-shi Nishizono-chō 3913-1 090-4645-5844 Physical, intellectual, emotional, juvenile 

22 Fuatto Izumo-shi Takeshi-chō 693-1 25-0130 Emotional ※ 

23 Furaie Izumo-shi Oyama-chō 362-1 21-9779 Physical, emotional 

24 Kanon Izumo-shi Jinzaioki-chō 2476-1 25-8811 Physical, intellectual, emotional ※ 

25 Yamabikoen Izumo-shi Sada-chō Hitokubota 1988 85-8005 Physical, intellectual, emotional 
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※Counseling and Support Facilities established by Izumo City 

 

○Special Education Support Classes (tsūkyū shidō kyōshitsu)  

■ Special Education Support Classes for Young Children (yōji tsūkyū shidō kyōshitsu) 

Special education support classes and educational counseling for children in regular classes who are in need of support. 

  Locations & Inquiries Imaichi Kindergarten (Imaichi Yōchien), Jinzai Elementary School (ES), Hirata ES, Taisha ES, Chubu ES 

■ Special Education Support Classes (tsūkyū shidō kyōshitsu) 

Special education support classes and educational counseling for students enrolled in regular classes who are thought to need individual support. 

  Locations & Inquiries Imaichi ES, Kandogawa ES, Jinzai ES, Hirata ES, Taisha ES, Chubu ES, Dai-san Junior High School (JHS), Hamayama JHS, Hirata JHS, 

Koryō JHS. Hikawa Nishi JHS 

 

○Local Mini Rehabilitation Projects (chīki mini ryōiku jigyō)   

■ Omocha no Ie (Local Mini Rehabilitation Project for Children with Disabilities) 

Offers information to the guardians of children with disabilities regarding childcare consultation and raising children with disabilities. 

Additionally, this project provides opportunities for these children to interact with other nursery school children. 

  Locations & Inquiries Omocha no Ie (Naoe Daycare Center (Naoe Hoikusho)) 

 

○Welfare Services (fukushi sābisu ni tsuite)   

For more information on welfare services for the disabled, please contact one of the following sections. 

Inquiries ▶ Izumo City Hall: Fukushi Suishin-ka   Hirata・Sada・Taki・Koryō・Taisha・Hikawa Administrative Center: Shimin Sābisu-ka

■ In-Home Care Service (kyotaku kaigo sābisu) 

An aide who provides physical care and outpatient assistance is dispatched to households with disabled children.  

■ After School Day Services, Child Development Support (hōkagotō dei sābisu, jidō hattatsu shien) 

Rehabilitative guidance, training, etc., is offered to children with disabilities and their guardians.  

※For those who have difficulty leaving the house because of strong psychosomatic symptoms, we provide support with home visits. 

■ Childcare Center Visits (hoikusho tō hōmon shien) 

Children with disabilities can visit childcare centers and other facilities while receiving special support for social interaction between children in 

group settings. 

 

 Name of the Facility Address Telephone Targeted Disabilities 

26 Sōyū Sōdan Sentā  Izumo-shi Hikawa-chō Gakuto 1625-4 72-7200 Intellectual, emotional ※ 

27 Taiyō no Sato Izumo-shi Hikawa-chō Nashima 90 25-7370 Intellectual※ 

28 Hotto Izumo-shi Sada-chō Hitokubota 1961-5 85-8000 Physical, intellectual, emotional 

29 Tasukeai Hirata Izumo-shi Nishidai-chō 1032-4 62-0257 Physical, intellectual, emotional 

30 
Tokutei Sōdan Shien Jigyōsho 

Potato-house 
Izumo-shi Hirano-chō 1183 27-9171 Intellectual 

31 Mugi no Ie Hikawa- Gakuto 1510-2 31-4832 Physical, intellectual, emotional 
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■ Short-Stay Service (tanki nyūsho) 

Short-term care, including night-time care, involving the daily necessities of looking after children with disabilities is provided to those who need 

it due to family reasons or other circumstances. 

■ Communication Support Project (komyunikēshon shien jigyō) 

When a child with cognitive or expressive difficulties that make communication difficult is admitted to a hospital or clinic, an in-home care 

worker who has an understanding of the child’s condition is dispatched to the admitting facility in order to facilitate smooth communication with 

the hospital staff. 

■ Temporary Daytime Support Project (nicchū ichiji shien jigyō) 

A child with disabilities in need of temporary short-time daytime supervision due to family circumstances, etc. can be cared for temporarily at a 

welfare service organization or facility offering support for individuals with disabilities. 

■ Movement Support Project (idō shien jigyō) 

Support is provided for children who have difficulties moving around outside to help them leave the house. 

 

○Disability Cards（shintai shōgaisha techō, ryōiku techō, seishin shōgaisha hoken fukushi techō） 

Depending on the degree of disability, individuals who possess Disability Cards may receive, for example, tax reductions, support for medical 

expenses, discounts on public transportation fees, durable medical equipment (prosthetic, orthotic and mobility devices), and/or goods necessary 

for everyday living. Please familiarize yourself with the Fukushi Suishin-ka’s pamphlet called “Disability & Welfare Guidebook (for children)” 

(shōgaisha (ji) fukushi no shiori). 

If you are looking to seek information about these services, please see the contact information below. 

  Inquiries ▶ Izumo City Hall: Fukushi Suishin-ka   Hirata・Sada・Taki・Koryō・Taisha・Hikawa Administrative Center: Shimin Sābisu-ka 

■ Physical Disability Card (shintai shōgaisha techō) 

A Physical Disability Card is issued to individuals who have disabilities above a certain degree in their limbs, vision, hearing or balance function, 

speech, language or chewing functions, kidney, heart, liver, respiratory organs or urinary bladder, rectum or small intestine.  

■ Rehabilitation Card (ryōiku techō) 

Rehabilitation Card is issued if there is cognitive development delay that causes trouble in daily life and consideration for welfare benefits is 

necessary. 

■ Cognitive Disability Card (seishinshōgaisha hoken fukushi techō) 

A Cognitive Disability Card is issued to individuals with mental disabilities (including developmental disorders, such as autism, learning 

disorders, and attention deficit hyper-activity disorder (ADHD)) that put constraints on their daily living and social life.  

 

○Allowances, etc. 

For more information on the allowances listed below, please see the following contact information. 

  Inquiries ▶ Izumo City Hall: Fukushi Suishin-ka   Hirata・Sada・Taki・Koryō・Taisha・Hikawa Administrative Center: Shimin Sābisu-ka  

■ Support Aid for Special-needs Children (tokubetsu jidō fuyō teate) 

Allowance paid to those who are raising a child under 20 years old who possesses a moderate to severe mental/physical disorder. 

Monthly allowance amount as of April 2022. This may be revised even in the middle of the fiscal year. 

Level 1 52,400 yen   Level 2 34,900 yen 
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■ Allowance for Children with Disabilities (shōgaiji fukushi teate) 

Allowance paid to individuals who are under 20 years old who, due to a serious mental/physical disability, need constant care in their daily lives. 

Monthly allowance amount as of April 2022. This may be revised even in the middle of the fiscal year. 

Allowance amount: 14,850 yen.  

 

○Medical Care Benefits (iryōhi seido ni tsuite) 

■ Medical Care for Disabled Children (ikusei iryō) 

Early treatment and medical care benefits are offered for children with a physical disability who are younger than 18 to simplify daily life. In 

general, a 10% self-pay is required, but considering the tax status and income of the household, an upper limit for self-pay may be set. The city 

also has an aid system. 

  Inquiries ▶ Izumo City Hall: Fukushi Suishin-ka   Hirata・Sada・Taki・Koryō・Taisha・Hikawa Administrative Center: Shimin Sābisu-ka 

■ Independence Support Medical Care (jiritsu shien iryō / seishin tsūin iryō) 

This program provides financial support in order to perform early medical treatment for individuals with mental disabilities (including 

developmental disorders, such as autism, learning disabilities, and attention deficit hyper-activity disorder (ADHD)) that put constraints on their 

daily living and social life. Generally, a 10% self-pay is required. The city also has an aid system. 

  Inquiries ▶ Izumo City Hall: Fukushi Suishin-ka   Hirata・Sada・Taki・Koryō・Taisha・Hikawa Administrative Center: Shimin Sābisu-ka 

■ Medical Welfare System (fukushi iryō) 

This system assists with the self-pay portion of medical costs to maintain and promote the health of individuals with severe disabilities. 

The self-pay is 10%, but the monthly maximum costs are 2,000 yen for hospitalization at a medical institution and 1,000 yen for outpatient/home 

visits. There is no self-pay for medicines purchased at a pharmacy, etc.  

Eligible children: ① Individuals ranked as level 1 or 2 on their Physical Disability Card 

② Individuals ranked A on their Rehabilitation Card 

③ Individuals ranked as level 1 on their Cognitive Disability Card 

④ Individuals ranked as level 3 or 4 on their Physical Disability Card in addition to having an IQ of under 50 due to an 

intellectual disability※ 

⑤ Individuals ranked as level 3 or 4 on their Physical Disability Card in addition to being ranked as level 2 on their 

Cognitive Disability Card 

⑥ Individuals ranked as level 2 on their Cognitive Disability Card in addition to having an IQ under 50 due to an intellectual 

disability※ 

※ The individual’s IQ is subject to evaluation by a specific organization. 

  Inquiries ▶ Izumo City Hall: Fukushi Suishin-ka   Hirata・Sada・Taki・Koryō・Taisha・Hikawa Administrative Center: Shimin Sābisu-ka 

 

○ Assistance in Purchasing Assistive Tools and Equipment (fukushi yōgu kōnyū no jyosei ni tsuite) 

For more information on the assistance programs listed below, please see the following contact information. 

  Inquiries ▶ Izumo City Hall: Fukushi Suishin-ka   Hirata・Sada・Taki・Koryō・Taisha・Hikawa Administrative Center: Shimin Sābisu-ka 

■ Allowance for Support Equipment Costs (hosōguhi no shikyū) 

This allowance covers part of the cost of acquiring, repairing, etc. support equipment for a physical disability.  

Eligible children: Individuals with a Physical Disability Card, Individuals with designated intractable diseases 
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■ Assistive Grant Project for the Purchase of Hearing Aids for Children with Hearing Disabilities  

(nanchōji hochōki kōnyūhi josei jigyō) 

This grant partially assists with the cost of purchasing a hearing aid for a child who is slightly/moderately hard-of-hearing and not eligible for a 

Physical Disability Card. 

Eligible children: Children under 18 years old whose hearing level in both ears averages from 30 decibels to under 70 decibels. 

■ Daily Life Goods Provision (nichijō seikatsu yōgu no kyūfu) 

Individuals with severe disabilities can receive provisions for daily life goods and home improvements to make their daily lives easier. 

Eligible children: Children with a Physical Disability Card or a Rehabilitation Card, Individuals with designated intractable diseases 

■ Daily Life Goods Provision for Children with a Chronic Pediatric Condition 

(shōni mansei tokutei shikkanji nichijō seikatsu yōgu no kyūfu) 

Children with a shōni mansei tokutei shikkan-shō certificate can receive a daily life goods provision in order to lessen daily expenses. 

Eligible children: Children who possess a shōni mansei tokutei shikkan-shō certificate. 

 

○ Other Services (sono hoka) 

  Inquiries ▶ Izumo City Hall: Fukushi Suishin-ka   Hirata・Sada・Taki・Koryō・Taisha・Hikawa Administrative Center: Shimin Sābisu-ka

■ Regular Treatment for Kidney Dysfunction Aid Project (jinzō kinō shōgaisha tsūinhi josei jigyō) 

A portion of traveling expenses is covered for individuals receiving regular artificial dialysis. Individuals receiving free transportation to and from 

the hospital by a medical care agency are not applicable. 

Eligible children: Children living over 5 km away from the medical facility. 

■ Issuing of Welfare Taxi Tickets for the Physically Disabled (shōgaisha fukushi takushī riyōken no kōfu) 

Welfare taxi tickets are granted to those with serious disabilities receiving care in the home. 

Applicable individuals: ①Children ranked as level 1 or 2 on their Physical Disability Card 

②Children with a Rehabilitation Card 

③Children ranked as level 1 or 2 on their Cognitive Disability Card 

④Children who cannot go outside without the use of a wheelchair or stretcher 

※However, depending on the time of application, it may be necessary for individuals under 18 years old to live in a household exempt from residence taxes 

(jūminzei) to qualify for this program. 

■ Mutual Aid Support for Individuals with Mental/Physical Disabilities (shinshin shōgaisha fuyōkyōsai) 

If the guardian of a disabled individual pays the applicable fixed premiums, a permanent allowance pension is paid to the disabled individual if 

their guardian passes away or is severely disabled in order to stabilize their life and promote their welfare. 

Applications / Inquiries: Shimane Shōgai Fukushi-ka ℡: 0852-22-6686 

Pamphlets about this system are available at the Fukushi Suishin-ka at City Hall and the Shimin Sābisu-ka at each administrative center. 

■ Automobile Accessibility Modification Fee Support (jidōsha kaizōhi no josei, jōkōkei) 

Fees for modifying cars for persons with physical disabilities may be covered based on prior consulting. 

Eligibility: Modifications to a car owned by either a homebound person with a severe physical disability (Level 1 or 2), or a person who lives 

with them.  

There are specific conditions required for this financial support, so please consult with the city for details before purchasing vehicle 

modifications. 


